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PROFILES IN EXCELLENCE 2019

By M. Moreland

 Powerstep® is a lead-
ing brand in the prefab-
ricated orthotic market. 
Trusted for over 25 years, 
Powerstep manufactures 
the highest quality orthot-
ics at its facility in Wadsworth, OH. The key to the 
company’s success has been a combination of effective, 
affordable podiatrist-designed products for preventing 
and relieving the most common foot problems and out-
standing customer service.
 Over 4,000 medical professionals prescribe Powerstep 
ProTech orthotics. The ProTech line is available only to 
medical professionals, and in-office dispensing allows 
doctors to offer patients immediate and affordable pain 
relief as a first-line therapy for mild conditions while con-
sidering or waiting for custom orthotics.

 The Powerstep ProTech line features a full assortment of 
medical-grade polypropylene supports to meet all prefabri-
cated orthotic needs. These orthotics feature arches calibrat-
ed with flexibility, dual-axis 
foot control, and stabilizing 
heel cradles with PORON® 
Cushioning to provide first-
line therapy for plantar fasci-
itis, heel spurs and other con-
ditions—relieving heel and 
arch pain, as well as knee 
and lower back pain.
 Trusted by consumers 
for nearly 30 years, Power-
step® continues to expand 
the product line to offer 
comfort, support and style 
with Fusion Recovery San-
dals, Slides and Slippers.

 Similar to everyday 
shoes, Fusion Recovery 
Sandals and Slides have 
support built right in to 
help keep people on their 
feet all day. Built-in arch 
support helps keep the foot 
properly aligned to reduce 

the discomfort and pain from plantar fasciitis, and the deep-
er heel cup provides that added stability needed in shoes.
 Powerstep’s therapeutic footwear helps relieve foot 

pain and can actually correct foot conditions. While reg-
ular sandals and flip flops can actually lead to foot prob-
lems and enhance current foot pain, Powerstep’s sandals 
and slides realign the feet and preserve the arches, cor-
recting current foot conditions.
 New for Summer 2019, Powerstep® is offering a new 
slide style for men and women and two new color op-
tions to the popular line of Women’s Fusion Recovery 
Sandals. The Fusion Slide has an easy, slip-on style with 
a single strap for a secure fit. The black color with min-
imal white stitching accent makes it versatile enough to 
wear from poolside to casual dress.
 The two new color options for Fusion Sandals, 
Khaki and Plum, are available in women’s sizes. The 
Plum color follows trends in footwear and is com-
plemented with Light Gray accents and a Charcoal 

Gray base. The new Khaki 
color offers a neutral color 
with tan and coral accents. 
The new additions expand 
the women’s line to five 
color combinations, which 
also includes Teal/Gray, 
Brown/Coral and Black/
Light Gray.
 To learn more about our 
line of Fusion Recovery Foot-
wear, or our complete line 
of trusted Powerstep shoe 
insoles, contact Powerstep 
at 888-237-3668, visit www.
powersteps.com, or click here.

Powerstep® Offers Highest-Quality Affordable Prefabricated 
Orthotics, Fusion Recovery Sandals and Slides

Powerstep’s therapeutic footwear 
helps relieve foot pain and can actually 

correct foot conditions.

Powerstep’s ProTech line features arches 
calibrated with flexibility, dual-axis 

foot control, and stabilizing heel cradles 
with PORON® Cushioning to provide 
first-line therapy for plantar fasciitis, 

heel spurs and other conditions.
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